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2015: A Year of Movement
By Lilly Gallay, Newsletter Editor
After 20 years at our home on Pico
Boulevard, Wright Institute Los Angeles was
forced to move. The building management
informed us that they would be closing the
building and repurposing it. It quickly
became time to start looking for a new home
to continue our work. Although we moved
out of necessity, it turned out to be a
wonderful thing. We found a fantastic space
on Olympic Boulevard between Barrington
and Bundy (just a few doors down from
Trader Joe’s and directly across the street
from what seems to be the world’s largest
Bed, Bath, & Beyond!) We created a space
which is highly conducive to classroom education, the delivery of psychological services, and the
camaraderie and closeness long an important part of the WILA experience.
We have been touched by how the WILA community, including trainees, alumni, board
members, faculty, and staff, have come together to make this huge undertaking possible. In particular,
our interns and post-docs did an outstanding job in making the transition seamless for all the clinic
patients. We’ve received nearly unanimous positive feedback from the patients, who are particularly
happy about the much-improved street-parking situation! We are excited about our new facilities and
amenities, including a larger classroom that will be able to accommodate social gatherings, CE
presentations, and classes, as well as an outdoor patio where trainees and staff can mingle over lunch.
We invite you to swing by and check out our new digs. And a sincere thank you to everyone who helped
make this possible! [Check out more pics]

A Moving Farewell
By Allen & Michele
As many of you know, we held an Open House on Saturday, June 6th. This gave us a chance to
welcome all of you into our new home. We ate, chatted, and checked out our new patio together. We
were happy to find that our new classroom created just the right environment for a little standup
comedy as well!
The Open House also gave us a chance to honor an especially important member of the WILA
family: Linda Bear-Snibbe. After 27 ½ years (yes, you read that correctly!), Linda was ready to retire. She
went out in the usual WILA manner… with hugs, laughter, and love. We cannot thank Linda enough for
everything she has done for WILA over the years! [Check out more pics]

Yep, we’re ON IT!
By Michele Gomes & Aimee Martinez
2015 was a major year of movement for WILA online as
well. We launched our beautiful new website which helps us
present a much friendlier face to the public and streamlines the
process for patients seeking our services.
But, we didn’t stop there… Did you know that WILA is
now on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram as well? This social
media presence is the collaborative brainchild of Michele Gomes
and one particularly enterprising WILA Postgraduate Fellow,
Aimee Martinez. We’ve begun utilizing these sites as an outlet to
reach those who can benefit from WILA's services, particularly a
younger segment of the population. Social media advances your
brand by building a relationship with consumers, nurturing your
loyal fans, and differentiating your brand through an emotional
connection. This all builds trust. (source: Forrester Research, 2012).
So, come and connect with us! You’ll find scholarly articles
relevant to psychoanalysis and be delighted by Aimee’s weekly
comic selection, what she calls our #Friday #Freud #Funny!
Click the links below to find us!

Our Movers & Shakers…
Finally, we would like to introduce you to our 2015-2016 class. We selected eleven bright and enthusiastic
Psychology Interns and Postgraduate Fellows. WILA continues to be one of the most sought after training
programs in Los Angeles. We are grateful for all that they do for WILA.
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